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A Place For Everything.
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Versatility. Flagship delivers style and functionality

that will complement any working environment – 

executive suites and open-plan offices, conference rooms

and training centers, schools and healthcare facilities, 

and much more. It coordinates beautifully with the full line

of furniture available from The HON Company.

Variety. Flagship offers a broad range of storage 

solutions – files, pedestals, cabinets, towers and more, 

in all shapes and sizes. To extend your options even 

further, you can choose from an array of paint colors, 

pull styles and interior configurations.

Value. Our premier storage line, Flagship maximizes

your investment with superior construction materials and

techniques that ensure long-lasting durability. Every piece

is designed to exceed industry quality standards and is 

certified SCS Indoor Advantage™ Gold, signifying that 

it meets the most rigorous indoor air quality standard 

in North America. Flagship is backed by The HON

Company’s limited lifetime warranty, award-winning 

customer service and 60-year legacy of excellence. 

More ways to store more.
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Simple Specs.
Each of the office layouts in 
this brochure is identified with 
a “Keyword.” Enter a keyword
into the “Product Search” box at
www.hon.com to access detailed
specification information, such 
as finishes, bills of material, 
list prices and more.
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From left to right: Flagship Mobile Pedestal with Pedestal Seat cushion: Enviro Poppy Simple Textiles upholstery. 
Storage Cabinet, Bookcase, Lateral File, Lateral File with Open Shelves, Lateral File with Storage and Personal File Center.
“A” pulls and Muslin finish.

Working Variety
Our comprehensive storage 
line enables individuals and 
organizations to store, sort 
and share information in any 
way that works for them. 
This flexibility and control is 
essential to boosting productivity. 
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Flagship storage runs the gamut from personal to public, from active to archival,

from high density to open display. We have solutions for every purpose, every

work style and every office. And they’re all flexible enough to evolve with you.

A fine line.
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Archive
Worksurfaces extend over lateral
files to provide kneespace for 
seated workers. Overfiles atop 
lateral files and storage cabinets
make the most of vertical space.
Enter Keyword Archive at hon.com

Double Duty
Lateral files can be used to 
divide and define space as well 
as to store documents. Add a 
laminate top, and you’ve got 
an extra worksurface ideal for
team/project spaces. 

Flagship Storage: Maple laminate tops and “R” pulls. Muslin and Carob finish. Perpetual� Task Stools: Altro Cocoa Simple
Textiles upholstery and Titanium finish.



Public storage needs to support the weight of voluminous

files while withstanding the constant opening and closing

of doors and drawers. Flagship is more than up to the 

challenge – delivering a lifetime of carefree service.

Long-lasting value.

Built Tough
Reinforced case construction
makes Flagship capable of 
accommodating all the files 
you can fit into it. A three-part,
telescoping slide suspension 
operates on steel ball bearings 
for smooth operation
year after year. 
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Workroom
A functionally and visually diverse 
central storage area. Laminate file 
tops and a small conference table 
promote collaboration and study.
Enter Keyword Workroom at hon.com

Flagship Storage: Maple laminate tops and “R” pulls. Muslin and Carob finish. F3™ Guest Chairs: Altro Cocoa Simple Textiles
upholstery and Black finish. Table: Perpetual Round Table with Maple top and Platinum finish.
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Flagship Storage: Maple laminate tops and “R” pulls. Muslin and Carob finish. 
Perpetual Nesting Chairs: Clique Coffee Simple Textiles upholstery and Titanium finish.
Perpetual Rectangular Tables: Maple top and Platinum finish.



A wide variety of heights, widths, depths and 

configurations enhances your planning flexibility. You can

fit unconventional spaces, develop your own unique 

storage system and accommodate personal items and

departmental resources as well as files and documents. 

Put-it-anywhere versatility. 

Color Rich
Eight core paint colors 
complement The HON Company
palette of fabrics and finishes. 
We can also match industry-
standard paint colors. 
And we are pleased to work 
with you to develop 
custom colors.  

Stockpile
Lateral files and storage towers 
keep everything close at hand in this
training room: coats and purses,
instructor materials and student 
aids, even laptop computers. 
Enter Keyword Stockpile at hon.com
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Private Stash
Flagship components bring 
additional storage capacity and
exceptional durability to this 
executive office. Mixing warm
wood laminates and cool metal
surfaces is right on trend. 
Enter Keyword Private Stash 
at hon.com

Easy Does It
Flagship integrates flawlessly
with all The HON Company’s
furniture solutions (and many
competitive offerings). This
full-line compatibility simplifies
ordering, reconfiguration and
expansion. Working with a 
single supplier is easier on 
your pocketbook, too. 

Flagship Storage: “A” pulls and Platinum finish. Park Avenue
Collection� Seating: Theory Tangerine Simple Textiles upholstery
and Black finish. Office Furniture: Park Avenue Collection Laminate
Wood in Columbian Walnut and Platinum finish.
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Flagship is visually and dimensionally compatible 

with both our freestanding desks and systems furniture, 

so you can use it throughout your office. Different 

aesthetic and functional options let you customize 

solutions for different job titles and tasks.

Goes-with-anything versatility. 

Modular Flexibility
Flagship pedestals and file 
centers fit seamlessly under 
our modular steel and laminate
desk collections. Flagship 
products are not actually 
attached to modular shells, 
so you can quickly and easily
change configurations as 
your needs evolve.

Cache
Flagship bookcases, file center
and mobile pedestal turn a 
modular desk configuration into 
a full-featured managerial office. 
Enter Keyword Cache at hon.com

Flagship Storage: “N” pulls and Taupe finish. Resolution� Seating: Clique Citron Simple Textiles upholstery and Black finish.
Office Furniture: 38000 Series with Gray Tigris laminate worksurfaces and Taupe finish.
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Flagship Storage: “R” pulls and Light Gray finish. 
Seating: F3 Chair with Altro Tomato Simple Textiles upholstery and Black finish. 
Initiate� Panel System: Lucy Neutra and Dusk panel fabrics with Natural Maple worksurfaces and Light Gray finish. 
Table: Perpetual Rectangular Table with Natural Maple laminate top and Platinum finish.



Get more for your money with hard-working 

Flagship components: lateral files can be topped with 

worksurfaces, storage cabinets can serve as space dividers

and a mobile pedestal can offer up a seat. Yes, Flagship

makes the most out of your space … and your budget. 

The value of hard work. 

Techno Friendly
Flagship storage towers are 
reinforced to support printers 
and other equipment. They 
offer interior grommets for 
routing wires to the floor. 
Cords and cables are 
concealed behind a 
removable back panel.
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2Pack
Lateral files store shared records,
panels promote privacy, mobile
tables act as desks and personal
storage towers provide space for
everything from purses to pencils
to printers. 
Enter Keyword 2Pack at hon.com
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Flagship Storage: “A” pulls and Charcoal finish. Seating: F3 Chair with Rebound Citron Simple
Textiles upholstery and Black finish. Initiate Panel System: Twigs Sycamore and Magnolia panel
fabrics with Natural Maple worksurfaces and Charcoal finish.



Towers
Pairing Flagship towers with panels
helps accommodate more people
in less space while still allowing
ample personal storage capacity.
Enter Keyword Towers at hon.com

Flagship towers are a great way to satisfy individual 

worker preferences while still maintaining a cohesive 

look. They pack a lot of storage capacity into a relatively

small space – perfect for panel-system offices or 

anywhere space is at a premium. 

Variety is the spice of storage. 

Keeping it Green
Flagship components are certified SCS Indoor Advantage Gold –
meaning they meet the most rigorous indoor air quality standards
in North America. They’re made with 25-30% recycled content,
are warranted to last the life of original ownership and can 
easily be recycled at the end of their useful lives.
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The price tag makes Flagship a great buy. The details 

make it a great investment. High-sided drawers, 

dividers, counterweights, adjustable shelves … they’re 

all standard Flagship features. And they all contribute 

to a longer-lasting, more user-friendly experience. 

Up and Down.
Flagship shelves are adjustable. 
You can move our shelves in 
2" increments to fit different 
shapes and sizes of 
stored materials. 

Hangs Tough. 
Double-walled drawers and steel 
ball-bearing suspensions help 
ensure a lifetime of satisfaction.

Value in the details.

Sort it Out.
A posting shelf, available on select five-drawer lateral files, is a
handy spot to sort and manage documents while filing. 
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Handle with Care. 
All Flagship components are available 
with Arch (A), Integral (N) or Radius (R) pulls.
Select models also offer a 38000 Series 
(K) pull.

Short Order.
A pedestal tray offers small accessory 
compartments to keep essential items 
close at hand yet off the desktop. 
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MuslinLight Gray Putty Taupe Greige Charcoal Carob Black

Finishing Touch.

Flexible Filing.
Lateral files offer 
both side-to-side and
front-to-back filing
options. They’ll 
accommodate 
both letter- and 
legal-sized files.

Legal file 
side-to-side

Letter file 
side-to-side

Legal file 
side-to-side and 
letter file front-to-back

Champagne Platinum

Standard Metallic Finishes

Core Finishes

Flagship products are available in eight core finishes and two standard metallic finishes. We have also
pre-matched select industry standard paint colors and have the ability to match any custom color.



A full line of storage that will complement any 

working environment and any other office furniture.

Individual components in sizes, shapes, colors and

configurations that will fit any space and fulfill any

need. Premium-quality materials and construction

methods that will endure through any conceivable

variation of normal use.

Flagship does more than keep workspaces neat 

and orderly … it actually helps individuals and 

organizations work smarter.

Each layout in this brochure is labeled with a

“Keyword.” For quick access to detailed specs, 

enter the “Keyword” into the “Product Search” box at

www.hon.com.

To contact a local HON dealer who can 

provide expert personal assistance, 

please use the “Dealer Locator” at 

www.hon.com.

Versatility. Variety. Value.  
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4 Drawer 
File

2 Drawer 
File

3 Drawer 
File

Personal
File Center

5 Drawer 
File

Flagship STATEMENT OF LINE

Personal Storage Towers End Towers with Bookcase

Desk Tower
Rectangle
Worksurface

Desk Towers Desk Tower
Peninsula
Worksurface

Desk Tower
P-Shaped
Worksurface

Mobile Pedestals Freestanding Pedestals Hanging Pedestal Multi-Shift Mobile
Pedestal

Multi-Shift Freestanding
Pedestal

Pedestal SeatMobile Pedestal Mobile Pedestal HandleMobile Pedestal Tray

Lateral File 
with Storage

Lateral File 
with Open Shelves

Overfile Storage Cabinets Bookcases

Radius Edge
Laminate Top
30", 36", 42", 
60", 66" & 72"

Square Edge
Laminate Top
30", 36", 42", 
60", 66" & 72"
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